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Towards a new articulation of comparative educations:
cross-culturalising research imaginations
Keita Takayama

School of Education, University of New England, Armidale, Australia

ABSTRACT
The Japan Comparative Education Society (JCES) was founded in 1965
with its flagship Japanese-language journal Hikakukyoikukenkyu
(Comparative Education Research) first published in 1975. The
organisation currently has around 1000 members, making it the
second largest comparative education society in the world. Though
JCES members have long engaged in methodological and
theoretical debates, their insights are hardly acknowledged in the
English-language literature. Drawing on a review of the Japanese-
language literature and semi-structured interviews with 25 JCES
members, this paper identifies a particular intellectual tradition
within JCES, often referred to as the area-studies approach to
comparative education. This approach, often practised by JCES
researchers specialising in developing countries in Asia, has long
constituted the mainstay of comparative education scholarship in
Japan. This paper traces the formation of this intellectual tradition,
and focuses on its complex relationship with the dominant
paradigm of ‘paradigmatic’ English-language comparative education
scholarship. The paper shows how ‘other’ comparative education
societies – such as the JCES – can be looked to as a resource with
which to ‘provincialise’ the way comparative education research is
conceptualised in English-language academia, and to cross-
culturalise the field of comparative education.
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Revisiting comparative educations

The field of comparative education has long recognised diversity in what counts as com-
parative education. Many comparativists have recognised that the tensions and dynamics
generated by different methodological and epistemological orientations are an important
source of dialogue and reflection for the field (Cowen 1996, 2000; Epstein 1988; Rust et al.
1999; Manzon 2011). Robert Cowen (1996, 2000) uses the term ‘comparative educations’ to
acknowledge the field’s methodological and epistemological plurality, as well as to encou-
rage deeper reflection on the nature of the comparative knowledge we produce. Indeed,
the plurality of comparative educations emerged as a result of the field’s engagement with
a range of topics, phenomena and perspectives: ‘nationalism, national character, trends,
convergence, dependency, neo-colonialism and specialist sub-literature, such as compara-
tive higher education’ (Cowen 2000, 335). A variety of methodologies and ways of
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conceptualising the world in which education is embedded co-exist in the field, resulting
in ‘a world of multiple comparative educations’; they not only ‘read different worlds’ but
are also ‘in different worlds’ (Cowen 2000, 335).

While the insights generated through the recognition of the field’s plurality are impor-
tant, conversation remains constrained by parameters set by select European and North
American comparative education research, or what I call after Manzon (2011, 45) ‘paradig-
matic’ comparative education. Even Cowen’s important discussion ignores the existence of
comparative educations as practised and conceptualised outside Europe and North
America. Likewise, Manzon’s discussion of comparative education as a social field in the
Bourdieuian sense of the term focuses largely on comparative scholars in the Anglo-Euro-
pean societies, though some chapters discuss non-English-language-based comparative
education societies. The tendency is to equate the term ‘comparative educations’ with
the divergent research traditions and approaches that have emerged from and been
debated within European and North American comparative education.

The global plurality of comparative educations has been more explicitly recognised by
those involved in the World Congress of Comparative Education Societies (WCCES), which
comprises over 40 regional and national comparative education societies. One such
scholar, Mark Bray, has re-articulated Cowen’s notion of comparative educations in the
broader international context of the WCCES. He has highlighted the different institutional
histories and scholarly traditions of comparative education scholarship as practised in
different regional and national comparative education societies (see Bray 2002, 2003a,
2003b; Bray and Manzon 2014; Manzon and Bray 2006; Masemann, Bray, and Manzon
2007).

While such recognition of global plurality is important, existing scholarship falls short of
addressing two related, critical issues. First, it focuses on institutional histories and tra-
ditions of different societies, while paying little attention to the knowledges they
produce or how they relate to the hegemonic knowledge produced in paradigmatic com-
parative education. The celebration of global comparative educations treats different
national and regional societies as separate ‘containers’ within which distinctive histories,
traditions and knowledges are generated, thus obscuring transnational flows and inter-
actions of comparative knowledges. Second, this recognition of plurality is disconnected
from the unequal power relations that hierarchically position comparative education
knowledges produced in different languages and in different parts of the world. As
Manzon (2011, 45) points out, there exists in comparative education ‘a hierarchical struc-
ture in the field of knowledge production, wherein some countries occupy a central “para-
digmatic” position for other countries located at the periphery’. That is, comparativists in
all parts of the world know the leading theorists based in North American and select Euro-
pean institutions. Yet few comparativists in the paradigmatic societies know any scholar-
ship, let alone theoretical work, produced by non-English-using, non-Western
comparativists. What postcolonial historian Dipesh Chakrabarty (2000, 28) calls the
problem of ‘asymmetric ignorance’ has afflicted the field of comparative education
since its inception.

Without an explicit acknowledgement of this uneven power structure within the field’s
knowledge production and distribution, the existing scholarship on the plurality of com-
parative educations perpetuates a cosmetic form of multiculturalism – incorporation of
plurality without questioning the terms of ‘inclusion’ itself (Chakrabarty 2000; Hokari
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2011). The epistemological, methodological and even ontological premises of comparative
education research are assumed to be similar – if not identical – around the world, and
thus do not warrant serious scrutiny (see Rappleye and Komatsu 2015). This presumption
of sameness not only obscures the way in which uneven power relations shape the pro-
duction and distribution of comparative knowledge both in the paradigmatic centres and
peripheries; it prevents us from utilising the fundamental differences as a starting point for
a dialogue, or for ‘cross-culturalising’ research methodology and imagination (Hokari
2011). It is time to go beyond the usual juxtaposition of the diverse institutional histories
and intellectual traditions of comparative educations around the world. Instead, we must
acknowledge the different knowledges of comparative education that are generated
around the world, and use the differences to provincialise the dominant form and
content of knowledge produced in, and disseminated from, paradigmatic comparative
education.

One step towards such a shift would be to seek methodological and theoretical insights
produced in marginalised comparative education societies as an epistemic resource
(Takayama, Sriprakash, and Connell 2017). That is, to make a decisive shift in the way
we perceive and treat ‘other’ comparative educations; we start viewing them as epistemic
resources. This is a way of pursing what the late historian Minoru Hokari (2011, 254) calls,
after Gayatria Spivak, ‘unlearning the privilege of knowingness’ or what Arjun Appadurai
(2000) calls ‘epistemological diffidence’. This would mean that comparative education,
as practised and conceptualised in Europe and North America, could begin to recognise
its own limits and provinciality and open itself up to the possibilities of plural research
imaginations. This epistemic shift is fundamental to the reconstruction of comparative
education as a dialogic space whereby different epistemological, methodological and
ontological premises of comparative education are recognised and utilised for cross-cul-
turalising work (Takayama 2011; Takayama 2015; Takayama, Sriprakash, and Connell 2017).

This paper turns to the Japan Comparative Education Society (JCES hereafter) as an
intellectual resource with which to cross-culturalise comparative education. JCES is
described as one of the field’s ‘pioneering societies’ and yet one of the least represented
in the debate of the ‘centre’ (Manzon 2011, 78). Founded in 1965, JCES currently has
approximately 1000 members, making it one of the largest comparative education
societies in the world, second only to North America’s Comparative and International Edu-
cation Society. Its flagship Japanese-language journal Hikakukyoikukenkyu (Comparative
Education Research, hereafter JCER), first published in 1975, has consistently featured
methodological and theoretical debates, some of which correspond to similar debates
in paradigmatic comparative education (see Sugimura 2011 for a comprehensive
review). Their perspectives and insights are only published in Japanese, and as such, are
never acknowledged in the English-language ‘centre’ of comparative education. It is this
rather unidirectional flow of intellectual influence, and the epistemic ignorance this
creates in the centre, that this paper aims to address.

‘Dangerous’ comparative education

This paper draws upon the recent postcolonial critique of the political economy of social
science knowledge production (see Takayama, Sriprakash, and Connell 2017). In her influ-
ential work Southern Theory, Raewyn Connell (2007) argues that northern, metropolitan
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sociologists perpetuate global inequality in knowledge production by treating theories
and concepts generated in the particular geographical, temporal and cultural context of
Western modernity as ‘universal’. Continuing to ‘work through categories produced in
the metropole’ (Northern academic powerhouses such as North America and Western
Europe), they fail to enter into ‘dialogue with the ideas produced by the colonised
world’ (Connell 2007, xi). To reverse the epistemic ignorance of modern social thought,
which she characterises as ‘an ethno-sociology of metropolitan society’ (226), Connell
(2007) calls for learning from various intellectual traditions in ‘other’ parts of the world
in an attempt to take them seriously – ‘as texts to learn from, not just about’ (x).

In the discipline of history, Minoru Hokari (2011) develops a similar critical insight in his
Gurindji Journey. Hokari turns to the historical practice of an indigenous people in Central
Australia, the Gurindji people, and highlights the highly localised historical narrative of
Gurindji elders that is infused with their ‘mythical’ creationist worldview. Here, he makes
a distinction between local history and localised history, suggesting that the latter is
dangerous because of its rejection of the empiricist premise of the discipline of history
itself. Hokari redefines the Gurindji elders’ storytelling as a form of localised history as
opposed to a myth or folklore to be studied anthropologically, and uses its radical alterity
to provincialise the universalist epistemology (empiricism) of history as a discipline.
Drawing on Chakrabarty (2000), Hokari (2011) argues that to cross-culturalise the discipline
of history itself, historians need to ‘acknowledge the limits of their (historical disciplines’)
universality, and seek the possibility of communication with histories which lie beyond
these limits’ (254). The cross-culturalising work proposed here contrasts with the cosmetic
integration of multicultural local histories which invite multicultural agents to be part of
the ‘good’ historical narrative – ‘good’ in a sense that it conforms to the protocols of
the discipline – thus failing to challenge the underpinning epistemology of the discipline
of history itself (see Chakrabarty 2000).

Building on these critical perspectives, I conceptualise Japanese comparativists’ insights
as a valuable intellectual resource to learn from. Here, my intention is not to anthropolo-
gise them by tracing the sources of their unique insights to the particular cultural, insti-
tutional and historical context of JCES, though admittedly some degree of this is
necessary to contextualise their thoughts. More importantly, I intend to deploy a particular
intellectual tradition within JCES as a ‘dangerous’ kind of comparative education. Danger-
ous not in that it refuses to accept the empiricist premises of comparative education scho-
larship as suggested by Hokari’s notion of localised history, but in that it rejects some of
the protocols around legitimate research and knowledge. It is this liminality of JCES that
exposes the limits of the universality often attributed to paradigmatic comparative edu-
cation, as well as that helps us to cross-culturalise comparative education research.

In what follows, I first describe the key epistemological, ontological and methodological
premises that characterise comparative education among a particular group of JCES
researchers. I identify their critical insights into the form and content of knowledge pro-
duced in, and disseminated from, paradigmatic comparative education scholarship. I
then use their ‘radical difference’ as a point of departure to explore different research
imaginations than those taken for granted in paradigmatic comparative education.

I must stress here that JCES is not a homogeneous entity in terms of its research orien-
tations and approaches. Indeed, JCES houses multiple – often contested – research orien-
tations, and there exists considerable epistemological and methodological divergence
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(see Yamada 2011; Yamada and Liu 2011). The area-studies approach to comparative edu-
cation, the focus of my analysis here, has maintained its dominance in JCES; and yet this
has been increasingly challenged by policy-oriented and development-oriented compar-
ativists, many of whom were trained overseas and have now gained a significant presence
in JCES (see Kamogawa 2010; Yamada 2011). My subsequent discussion brackets this
internal diversity and contestation and focuses on the key theoretical and methodological
insights of the area-studies comparativists.1

This group of comparativists consider themselves as area-studies (chiikikenkyu) special-
ists who focus on ‘developing’ countries, primarily in South America and Asia. Many are
affiliated with area-studies experts, outside education scholarship circles, who specialise
in the same targeted countries and regions. I select this group of JCES scholars not just
because they are different from the paradigmatic comparative education research tra-
dition, but because they are also highly critical of it, and as such, are the most ‘dangerous’
methodologically and epistemologically. My discussion of this group should not be con-
strued as a totalising representation of JCES, nor as an attempt to legitimise its relative
dominance in JCES. I use the uniqueness of the JCES’s area-studies scholars as a heuristic
to cross-culturalise comparative education, and so to rearticulate the notion of compara-
tive educations.

The following discussion of JCES’s area-studies approach to comparative education is
based on two data sources. First, it is informed by a review of the Japanese-language lit-
erature on comparative research methodology produced by JCES members. It draws on
every methodological article and special issue published in JCER, as well as every major
book on comparative education published in Japanese. Miki Sugimura’s (2011) compre-
hensive review of the methodological debates in JCES was particularly helpful in identify-
ing the relevant articles and books. Second, it draws on interview data with 25 JCES
researchers collected between June 2011 and December 2015. Of 25 participants, five
clearly represent the JCES’s area-studies tradition, while the others are either familiar
with, and sympathetic to, the tradition, or highly critical of it. I focus on the data collected
from the former, while using the data from the latter as an additional, comparative refer-
ence point. All the five area-focused JCES members were trained in the leading Japanese
institutions in comparative education and are currently based in Japanese universities,
while nearly a half of the second group were trained overseas. The semi-structured inter-
views focused on their engagement with the comparative education research produced in
paradigmatic comparative education; how they locate the North American and European
comparative knowledge within their research and teaching activities, including their past
graduate school training, and their current graduate student supervision. The interview
data were further triangulated with the information retrieved from the review of Japa-
nese-language publications.

The area-studies approach

Underpinning the methodological and epistemological discussion among Japanese com-
parativists over the last four decades is their sense of marginality in relation to Eurocentric
comparative education knowledge production and distribution. As many Japanese com-
parative scholars acknowledge (e.g. Kobayashi 1975; Otsuka 2005; Umakoshi 1992,
2007), the field is inherently Western in origin. The effort to study foreign education
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existed in Japan from the early stage of modernisation, and some engaged in systemic
comparative analyses as early as in the late nineteenth century (Ishii and Umakoshi
1990; Umakoshi 2007). However, comparative education could not have been established
as an academic field in Japan without the ‘importation’ of the body of knowledge from
Europe and North America and the academic legitimisation that came with its Western
origins. In the nascent stages of comparative education in Japan, most ‘classic’ works of
Anglo-European comparativists (e.g. Bereday, Hans, Hilker, Jullien, Kandel, Sadler and
Schneider) were translated into Japanese (Sugimura 2011, 262). All the Japanese introduc-
tory textbooks on comparative education narrate the field’s ‘foundational’ history based
on the genealogy of these Western comparativists’ classic works (see e.g. Ishizuki 2001,
Okihara 1981; Umakoshi 2007; Yoshida 1990).

One of the distinguishing features of JCES is its tendency to situate scholarship within
Japanese area studies with a methodological emphasis on fieldwork. Many leading Japa-
nese comparativists stress the importance of fieldwork as the central methodological
approach (see Nishino 2011; Otsuka 1994, 2005; Umakoshi 1992, 2007; Yoshida 1990).
They assert that an understanding of foreign education demands a comprehensive
grasp of its host society and culture. Prolonged immersion in foreign societies, proficiency
in local languages and extensive use of written materials in local languages have formed
the fundamentals of quality comparative scholarship in JCES (Yamada and Liu 2011).

This area-studies approach, or what Ehara (2001) describes as ‘area studies of education’
(chiikikyoikukenkyu), was firmly established in JCES by the mid-1990s (Otsuka 1994). This
was when JCES’s research focus shifted from Western industrial nations, with which
Japan had long attempted to ‘catch up’, to developing countries for which Japan had
now become one of the key international donors (Kitamura 2005). The conventional
approach to comparative education was criticised for its narrow focus on Western indus-
trial nations, as well as for a lack of empirical and methodological rigour. According to the
late Toru Umakoshi (1992), arguably the founding scholar of this area-studies approach,
many comparative studies at the time simply summarised government reports and scho-
larly studies in the targeted nations (mostly advanced Western countries), without enga-
ging in any original data-generating fieldwork (see also Ishii and Umakoshi 1990;
Kobayashi 1975; Niibori 1975; Otsuka 1994). Japanese comparativists then recognised
that integrating the area-studies approach was a way to renew the field. This would
allow for the redefinition of comparative education as ‘area studies of education’ with a
distinctive methodological and epistemological tradition (Chikada 2011; Umakoshi 1992,
2007).2

Drawing on Japanese and non-Japanese area-studies scholarship, Umakoshi (1992,
2007) argues that the primary focus of area studies is the description of unique features
of a given area, rather than the discovery of ‘universal’ laws and theories. In his view,
the underdevelopment of area-studies methodology – fieldwork – has rendered JCES vul-
nerable, leading many Japanese comparativists to borrow carelessly or imitate theoretical
work imported from paradigmatic comparative education (Umakoshi 1992, 22, 2007, 49).
The ethnographic approach is thought to enable comparative researchers to question the
ethnocentrism embedded in the ‘elitist Western concepts and models’ born from social
science disciplines.3 Umakoshi thus regards the in-depth knowledge of targeted areas,
generated through a ground-up approach, as a basis for Japanese comparativists’ critical
engagement with the universalist premises of Western theories; he proposes this to be a
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distinguishing feature of JCES.4 Notable here is how Umakoshi positions area-studies’ field-
work as a basis for subsequent critical theoretical engagements. The constant interaction
between fieldwork and theory (hanpukuundo) is central to his formulation of the area-
studies approach to comparative education research.

However, the primacy of description, or ‘fact-finding’ drifted away from the next stage
of comparative research, theory building and engagement, with subsequent generations
of comparativists.5 Revisiting Umakoshi’s formulation, Yutaka Otsuka (2005), the former
president of JCES and an expert on Chinese education, sees an exploitative tendency in
viewing fieldwork as a tool for theoretical development and refinement. In his view, the
practice does not lead to ‘the construction of original theory that is unique to the field’
(260), as the use of externally generated theoretical tools prevents researchers from devel-
oping a thorough understanding and appreciation of what the field presents. As such,
Otsuka rejects Umakoshi’s formulation as a form of ‘weak eclecticism’ (260) and instead
calls for comparativists to put aside theoretical considerations and to develop their ‘intui-
tive sensitivities’ (chokusetsuteki kanjusei) towards the field (262).

The same reservation towards the subordination of fieldwork to theoretical consider-
ations has been expressed by other, more contemporary scholars. Setsuo Nishino
(2011), a specialist in Islamic education in South East Asia, and whose scholarship is
highly praised by Umakoshi (2007, 51), warns:

We should not blind ourselves to differences by seeing things through dominant ideologies
[theories] and generalizing them… Such pressure for generalisation and theorisation has ren-
dered comparative education research vulnerable. (135)

Likewise, Morishita, Hattori, and Kamogawa (2013), three area-study comparativists specia-
lising in South East Asia and winners of the JCES’s prestigious Hiratsuka Award, call for a
cautious approach towards theory and theory building in comparative research, in a
manner that closely echoes Otsuka’s (2005) earlier argument:

We must not enter the field with a set of theoretical assumptions in mind in the first place. We
must avoid careless development of theoretical assumptions and the application of theories.
Instead, we must be sensitive and honest to what the field tells us. (216)

In their opinion, area-studies-based epistemology and methodology are better suited to
demonstrating ‘humbleness and respect to the field’, one of the key characteristics of
quality comparative education in JCES (Morishita, Hattori, and Kamogawa 2013; Otsuka
2005; Yamada and Liu 2011).

This call for a ‘respectful’ attitude to the field is tied to their epistemological critique of
social science theory. Leading JCES scholars have long criticised deductive, theoretically
driven comparative education scholarship, and its uncritical use of social science theories
and methodologies (see Maedaira and 1992; Otsuka 2005; Umakoshi 1992, 2007). JCES
scholars conceive area-studies phenomenology and fieldwork as the key to ‘liberate
(themselves) from the spell of Eurocentric thoughts’ (Ayabe 1975, 23; see also Otsuka
2005; Umakoshi 2007). They strongly condemn the uncritical adoption of Western theor-
etical constructs, and argue that this perpetuates the legacy of Western Orientalism
(Maedaira and 1992; Ninomiya and Maedaira 1990; Otsuka 2005; Umakoshi 1992, 2007;
Yoshida 1990), or what Umakoshi (2001, 60) calls ‘another form of ethnocentrism’ – the
perpetuation of Eurocentric knowledge as ‘universal’ by non-Western scholars like
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themselves (see also Otsuka 2005 for a similar view). Theory-driven comparative inquiries
(the form of research more readily accepted in paradigmatic comparative education) prior-
itise theoretical integrity and coherent interpretation at the expense of understanding the
lived experience of the ‘locals’, describing complexities on the ground, and interpreting
reality in multiple ways (see Ninomiya 2001; Nishino 2011; Ogawa 2013).6

This acceptance of a description-heavy area-studies approach contrasts with a rather
unfavourable assessment of the same by Anglo-American comparativists such as Cum-
mings (1999), Epstein (1988), and Val Rust and his associates (1999). They problematise
it for its lack of an explicit comparative methodology and theory. Though these shortcom-
ings were also identified by Umakoshi (1992, 2007; see also Chikada 2011), the description-
heavy area-studies approach remains privileged in JCES. It shapes the nature of postgradu-
ate training, the criteria used to decide the annual outstanding dissertation for JCES’s pres-
tigious Hiratsuka Prize, and which articles get published in the society’s flagship journal
(Chikada 2011; Yamada 2011; Yamada and Liu 2011).7

Becoming ‘dangerous’ comparativists

The Japanese area-study comparativists interviewed for my study all draw upon this well-
established intellectual tradition. All five area specialists are highly critical of the theory-
driven research work that they consider characterises European and North American com-
parative education scholarship. Many doubt the empirical validity of such scholarship, as
theory-driven inquiries lack descriptive detail. They see little value in reading research
articles published in the English-language comparative education journals. Miwa, a
specialist on a South-American country, argues:

Many published articles in journals like Comparative Education and Compare, for instance, are
very much theory-driven, and more often than not it feels they are simply fitting data into the
pre-existing theoretical frameworks. They read well because arguments are very coherently
presented, but they tend to distort the reality on the ground. So, I do not get much out of
those studies.

This view is echoed by Hana, a South East Asian country specialist, who thinks that research
articles published in the English-language journals are ‘very shallow’, as ‘almost 60% of the
articles are filled with the discussion of theory and research methodology’. As she reads
these articles, she wonders ‘where are the original research findings of the authors?’

To Tatsuo, another comparativist specialising in South Asian education, careful descrip-
tion of a given education phenomenon, or in his words, ‘writing a dictionary’ of it, is the
primary purpose of comparative research. He contrasts this approach with what he con-
siders to be the Western approach to comparative education, where focus is placed on
analysis and theory building; ‘instead of making a dictionary, they analyse the dictionary
to identify patterns in its voluminous pages’. He maintains:

Theory is not something you can carelessly play with when you are young. Theory develop-
ment is something you might be able to engage in after years of fieldwork in a wide range
of contexts. And theory is not something you try to develop alone.

Theory is thus considered something that grows from years of fieldwork, not the other way
round, whereby theories are imposed from other disciplines upon the field. And it is some-
thing to be developed through collective effort. Hana also concurs with this, maintaining
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that theory is something that might emerge ‘at the compilation of one’s lifetime’s work
(shutaisei), perhaps after 20 years of fieldwork, not something that one should deal with
in one’s PhD dissertation’.

As Kamogawa (2010) and Yamada and Liu (2011) note, many area-study comparativists
consider the process of research to be driven by the desire to understand its context, or
rather, as a form of ‘fact-finding’. Any prioritisation of a specific agenda and focus ident-
ified in advance by funding agents and through theoretical consideration is to be
avoided. Rejecting the instrumentalist and purposeful approach to data collection as
‘exploitative’ (Sugimura, 2011, 272) , they propose ‘wandering’ or walking as a way to
immerse oneself in the local context. The direct experience of ‘smell, noise and the air’
attainable only through an extended period of residence is deemed essential to under-
stand the lived world and social space within which those being studied reside (Morishita,
Hattori, and Kamogawa 2013, 220).

It is at this point that fieldwork assumes a profound ontological significance to these
area-studies scholars. To Hana, fieldwork, when taken seriously, allows for a disintegration
of researchers’ pre-existing views, theories and their subjectivities. It is a deeply transfor-
mational process after which they come to ‘appreciate the field as it presents itself’. Hana
believes that English-language comparative researchers do not spend enough time in the
field ‘to allow for self-disintegration’, the condition she believes is fundamental to self-
objectification and thus a fully reflexive and contexualised approach to research (see
also Otsuka 2005, 261 for a similar view). Here, anthropologist Tim Ingold’s (2013, 4)
insight is perceptive:

It is almost a truism to say that there can be no description or documentation that is innocent
of theory. But by the same token, no genuine transformation in ways of thinking and feeling is
possible that is not grounded in close and attentive observation.

The JCES area-studies scholars’ close attention to complexities and nuances on the ground
is, hence, inseparably tied to the conceptualisation of fieldwork as a transformational
process. As argued by Ingold (2013), this approach undercuts the empiricist premise of
social science, the ‘division between realms of knowing and of being’ (5). The world and
people that the JCES area-studies comparativists interact with through fieldwork exist,
not just to be described and analysed, but to shape and reshape their being.

Interestingly, the same area-study comparativists are not ignorant of the discourse of
paradigmatic comparative education, either. In fact, many used the English translation
of key comparative education texts in their graduate seminars and were instructed to
read the articles in English-language comparative education journals during their graduate
studies. They confirm that it was common in Japanese graduate schools to organise semi-
nars around a close reading of articles published in English-language journals such as
Comparative Education Review, Comparative Education and Compare. As graduate students,
they had to pick articles from the journals and present line by line translations. This prac-
tice has been inherited by some of the interviewees who now teach comparative and
international education in the nation’s leading institutions.

However, while engaging with English-language comparative education scholarship,
these area-focused comparativists see little direct relevance of this practice to their
actual scholarship. Hana recalls how her graduate seminars were organised around trans-
lation of English-language articles, including theoretical pieces by Rolland Paulston, Brian
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Holmes, Philip Altbach, John Meyer and Jürgen Schriewer. She believes the whole purpose
of the exercise was for graduate students to become familiar with the research trends in
North America and Europe and to practise English-language translation. At the graduate
seminars, she recalls, there was virtually no discussion of the content of the articles; the
discussion focused on the accuracy of their translations.

Many area-focused researchers echo Hana’s observations. During her graduate studies,
Ayako saw considerable disjunction between Japanese and English-language comparative
scholarship to the extent that, she says, ‘it was not that meaningful’ to read the latter.
Pressed to identify one scholarly merit in this practice, Tatsuo, a specialist of a South
Asian country, comments that it was good practice to ‘acquire culture’ (kyoyo), an
expression that Ayako also uses. To these scholars, translation practice was not a total
waste of time because it helped them improve their English-language skills, become fam-
iliar with the current research work outside Japan, and ensured that they ‘will not be
embarrassed when we go to international conferences’. All these participants confess,
however, that the knowledge of the English-language comparative education gained
through these translation practices did not influence their dissertation research in any sig-
nificant way. As noted by Morishita, Hattori, and Kamogawa (2013), graduate students in
Japanese institutions learned the theoretical work (Altbach, Carnoy and Paulston) in the
late 1980s and the 1990s purely as ‘Western debates’ (214).

But these comparativists did not adopt the area-studies approach to comparative edu-
cation research from the very beginning of their professional careers. When they started
their graduate studies, many were more theoretically oriented and ambitious. For instance,
both Hana and Masashi, a South East Asian country specialist, confessed that they were
initially interested in social theorists popular at the time; Basil Bernstein, Pierre Bourdieu
and Anthony Giddens, and wanted to apply their theoretical frameworks to the analysis
of the education systems of South East Asian countries. Their dissertation supervisors,
however, rejected their initial proposals. Hana was shocked and disappointed at her super-
visor’s reaction; ‘you won’t need such rubbish’. Instead, she was told to spend at least two
consecutive years in the country of her choice and develop proficiency in the local
language. Likewise, Masashi, pursuing his PhD degree in another leading comparative
education research institute, felt that his initial proposal to be completely rejected by
his supervisor, as he was told to put aside theories and go to live in the country for a
year. However, after spending a few years in the respective countries of their choice in
South East Asia, both Hana and Masashi had come to appreciate the importance of
deep understanding of the context and to recognise the serious limitations of theoretically
driven research that they had initially proposed. Masashi also describes the difficulty he
faced attempting to have his work published in JCER as a critical turning point. Through
the editorial committee’s feedback on his rejected manuscripts, he gradually came to
realise JCER’s preference for a particular kind of comparative research and accordingly
shifted the emphasis from theory to factual descriptions in his manuscript. In his final
attempt, he completely removed any theoretical language from his work and was
finally accepted for publication.

To Ayako, the process of ‘unlearning theory’ took place more gradually. Just like
Masashi and Hana, she was theoretically inclined in her undergraduate studies. She
enrolled in a graduate programme in comparative education in one of the leading national
universities, and wanted to expand the theoretical framework of the relationship between
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modernisation and education systems informed by Talcott Parsons and Peter Berger.
However, she soon realised that her initial research ideas were not the kind to be well
received by her senior peers. Her supervisor also showed little understanding of or
appreciation for her theoretically informed work. Eventually, she came to realise the
limits of her theoretically driven research and the cognitive violence associated with it,
and so fully adopted the Japanese area-study tradition.8

But not everyone trained in the area-studies tradition agrees with this atheoretical
approach. Taro, a researcher specialising in a SouthAsian country, undertook strongly theor-
etical research work in both his Masters and PhD, informed by a theory dominant in the
North American comparative education at the time. He admits that he was ‘extremely
exceptional’ among the JCES comparativists of his generation. Unlike others, he did not
choose the country of his specialisation early in his graduate training and instead spent
time engaging with theoretical work in paradigmatic comparative education. Unlike the
area-focused comparativists, he was not discouraged by his supervisor; he was encouraged
to critically engage with theorists in Europe and North America. To him, graduate seminars
where various theorists were read and translated in Englishwere extremelymeaningful and
directly relevant to his PhD dissertation. He remains highly critical of the description-heavy
empirical work in JCES that, in his opinion, has disconnected itself from the international
community of comparative education. He argues that more interpretative and theoretically
informed research should be pursued by Japanese comparative researchers, though he
clearly recognises his view to be unpopular in JCES.

Such an attempt to be part of the ‘international’ conversation is hardly embraced by the
area-focused comparative scholars. They have little desire to have their scholarship pub-
lished in English in international scholarly journals. Instead, they are more interested in
returning favours to the countries and communities in which they undertake fieldwork
(Kamogawa 2010). This is part of their long-term commitment to the people in the
country and the specific community in that country that they study. Indeed, none of
the leading Japanese area-study comparativists are recognised in English-language para-
digmatic comparative education, and yet they are recognised in the countries of their
specialisation, and often invited as foreign experts on their education systems. Indeed,
the view that ‘you have not made it as a researcher, until your work is recognised by
researchers in the country you study’ (Ogawa 2013, 393) is widely shared among the
area specialists. This suggests the existence of scholarly interactions and exchanges that
entirely bypass paradigmatic comparative education.

Towards cross-culturalising comparative education

This discussion has shown how differently comparative education is conceptualised and
practised within a particular intellectual tradition of JCES, in comparison to paradigmatic
comparative education. But it is wrong to assume that what is described here is something
specific to Japan; many Asian comparative education scholars are trained in Japanese insti-
tutions, and JCES plays a prominent role in the Comparative Education Society of Asia
(Morishita, Kuroda, and Kitamura 2013, 42–43; also Mochida 2007).

Fact-finding, or ‘dictionary-making’ comparative scholarship, is widely practised inmany
parts of Asia and beyond. As highlighted in this paper, its lack of theoretical engagement
does not result from its unfamiliarity with, or inability to understand, theory but from its
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epistemological critique of theory. Unfortunately, this critical insight is often unrecognised
when their description-heavy phenomenological studies are assessed for publication in so-
called international journals. They are often misrecognised as ‘underdeveloped’ or even
‘unintelligible’ by paradigmatic comparative scholarship, where theoretical and methodo-
logical insights and contributions are viewed as one of the most important, if not the only,
criterion for quality scholarship (see Takayama 2011). Furthermore, my discussion has
shown how the Eurocentric lineage of comparative education and JCES’s marginality
have created a particular intellectual context out of which the area-focused approach to
comparative education gained traction as a viable alternative. The adoption of the area-
studies approach was part of the strategy to reject paradigmatic comparative education’s
favoured mode of knowledge and so challenge the Western metropole’s universality.

This discussion has also shown the possibility of using the critical insights generated in
the margin to provincialise research as conceptualised in paradigmatic comparative edu-
cation. Though we should refrain from over-generalising here, it is safe to suggest that
the reliance on social science theoretical tools is widely accepted in paradigmatic com-
parative education; it continues to draw heavily on the theoretical tool kits of sociology,
anthropology, political science and economics, and as suggested by Umakoshi (1992,
2007) places itself in a perpetual state of intellectual dependency on other more estab-
lished disciplines. Here, a much more cautious treatment of social science theoretical
constructs among JCES scholars is insightful. Their reservations about the universalist
premises of social science theoretical knowledge have grown out of JCES scholars’
struggle to assert their own intellectual and epistemological autonomy. In the words
of Kuan-Hsing Chen (2010), the area-focused researchers reject the ‘worship of theory’
(226) where universalism is assumed to be ‘an epistemological given’ (245). Instead,
they view universalism as ‘a horizon we may be able to move towards in the remote
future, provided that we first compare notes based upon locally grounded knowledge’
(245). This epistemological modesty, or diffidence, expressed in Chen’s work, underpins
their ‘dictionary-making’ approach to comparative education research and their particu-
lar conceptualisation of fieldwork.

But the JCES area-study scholars’ caution and often outright rejection of theoretical
work also has its limitations. Indeed, despite Umakoshi’s (1992, 2007) much-quoted call
for interaction between fieldwork and theory, many area-focused JCES scholars, if not
all, focus almost exclusively on providing detailed description of the phenomenon
under study (Chikada 2011), or what Umakoshi (2007) calls ‘excessive attachments to
the area and unreflective cultural relativism’ (60). This has resulted in a bifurcated intellec-
tual context where theoretical tools, drawn from paradigmatic comparative education, are
studied and yet hardly integrated into empirical work. Theoretical and methodological
trends in the centre are treated as objects of study in and of themselves, as opposed to
being utilised as a set of tools in research. This has left little room for the kind of critical
engagement with theory for further refinement, modification and reconstruction pro-
posed by Umakoshi (1992, 2007).9 Another limitation of the JCES approach is the use of
binary comparisons in their articulation of the ‘uniquely Japanese’ comparative research
methodology (e.g. Ogawa 2013). The articulation of something ‘uniquely Japanese’
resorts to binary contrasting between what is ‘uniquely Japanese’ and what is putatively
‘Western’, but this is the identical trope mobilised by Japanese cultural nationalists.
Hence, JCES scholars remain trapped with the postcolonial infatuation with the West
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and the nativist politics of resentment where theory is resisted on nationalistic grounds
(Chen 2010, 226; see also Umakoshi 2007, 60).

Chakrabarty (2000, 19) writes that ‘the categories and strategies we have learned from
European thought… are both indispensable and inadequate’ in presenting the particular
historical experience of a non-Western modernity. They are simultaneously indispensable
and inadequate, and the task of comparative scholars at the intellectual periphery is to cri-
tically engage with them (Yang 2011), so that their inadequacies are illuminated and con-
cepts and frameworks are radically reconstituted, in this case, through the extensive
fieldwork undertaken by JCES scholars. In response to the similar nativist response in
Chinese education scholarship, Rui Yang (2011) argues that ‘without engaging proactively
with the dominant knowledge, the development of non-Western alternatives is almost
empty talk’ (402). Perhaps his insight is relevant to some corners of area-focused JCES
scholars whose articulation of ‘uniquely Japanese’ comparative tradition echoes with
the nativist politics of resentment.

Lastly, this discussion highlights the need to look to other, peripheral comparative
educations and their ‘subversive’ intellectual traditions as a source of radical possibilities,
epistemic – as opposed to empirical – others with whom the unnamed and unlocated
nature of knowledge generated out of paradigmatic comparative education is exposed.
A similar investigation into ‘dangerous’ traditions in other national, regional, language-
based comparative education societies should be undertaken to open up the field for
different methodological norms and conventions. Such an effort must be pursued
with an attempt to alter the very institutional reality of uneven power relations in the
field so that the field of comparative education will be thoroughly cross-culturalised;
where the methodological, ontological and epistemological diversities of the world of
comparative educations can be fully recognised and deployed for future generations
of new research imaginations.

Notes

1. Similarly, there exist divergent intellectual trends within paradigmatic comparative education
(see Cowen 1996, 2000; Epstein 1988; Rust et al. 1999; Manzon 2011). This surely problematises
the rather monolithic representation of paradigmatic comparative education in my discussion.
The issue raised here relates to the paradoxical tension between international relativism and
intra-national relativism, which I have explored elsewhere (see Takayama 2016).

2. It is also notable that this methodological shift coincided with the emergence of public per-
ception in Japan that catching up with the West was over, as Japan had achieved economic
prosperity surpassing Western nations. With its economic might, Japanese government began
its active involvement in international aid works in ‘underdeveloped’ countries via the Japa-
nese International Cooperation Agency. The JCES’s shift towards Asia and other less economi-
cally developed nations must be understood in this shift in Japan’s geopolitical role and the
availability of funding to comparative researchers specialising in this part of the world.

3. The view of social science theory as elitist or metropolitan-centric is shared among many Japa-
nese area-study scholars specialising in South East Asia. See for instance Tsurumi’s (1995) influ-
ential scholarship on ‘periphery studies’ (henkyogaku). It is well known that the same critical
insight drove the Subaltern Studies in India (see Chakrabarty 2000).

4. Umakoshi (1992, 25) deems ‘rather naïve’ Altbach’s view of comparative education as a field
where theories developed in other social sciences (e.g. sociology) are applied in understand-
ing different national and regional contexts of education. In a manner that clearly dis-
tinguishes himself from Altbach, Umakoshi calls for recognising comparative education as a
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discipline that has its own methods, and he sees the integration of area-studies methods as a
way to establish comparative education as a ‘proper’ discipline.

5. It is relevant to point out that Umakoshi translated many of the English-language comparative
education scholarship that focuses on theoretical and methodological issues, including the
works by Schriewer (2000) (see Umakoshi 2007, 43).

6. The atheoretical and strongly empirically based nature of Japanese social science scholarship
in comparison to more theory-driven American and European counterparts is also recognised
in the field of anthropology. In this sense, the stress on descriptive accuracy, precision and
comprehensiveness can be interpreted as something particular not simply to JCES but to Japa-
nese and, possibly, Asian social science in general (see Mathews 2008).

7. The majority of the Hiratsuka Awards winners are area-studies comparative researchers spe-
cialising in South East Asian countries. This suggests that JCES has long encouraged field-
based comparative research in the region (Morishita, Kuroda, and Kitamura 2013, 37).

8. Likewise, overseas-trained comparative scholars experienced similar unlearning experiences
upon their return to Japan. Takeshi, a UK-trained JCES researcher, remembers that the JCER
review committee explained to him that the comparative analysis of three European countries
in his submitted manuscript had finally been accepted for publication because of the new
information about one of the countries that he added upon the review panel’s request. He
felt that the panel completely missed what he thought was the strength of the study, that
is, the new analytical insights generated through the three-nation comparison.

9. According to Shigetaka Imai (1999), who introduced the theoretical debate (Meyer’s world
culture theory, Wallerstein’s world systems theory and Luhmann’s system theory) to Japanese
readers and also translated (with Umakoshi) Discourse formation in comparative education
edited by Schriewer (2000), his writing and translation generated absolutely no response
among the JCES scholars (Personal communication, May 2013).
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